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The TAY-Hub seeks to improve policies and practices affecting TAY by monitoring outcomes and through applied research that is grounded in engagement with members of the child welfare services community, including those with lived experience of foster care.
Fundamentals

- **Entries**: Entries to Foster Care (Age 18 to 20 Years)
- **In Care**: In Care—Point In Time Count (Age 18 to 21 Years)

Employment

- **TAY Employment Status by Age**: TAY in out-of-home care at some point Age 16-17 who turned 18 during the year: Employment status by Age
PIT/In Care Reports
How many transition-age youth are currently in foster care? How has that number changed over time?
How has the placement type for transition-age youth in foster care changed over time?
How many youth who are in extended foster care in California have been in care for a long time?
County Comparisons?
Entries Reports
**Fundamentals**

- **Entries**: Entries to Foster Care (Age 18 to 20 Years)
- **In Care**: In Care—Point In Time Count (Age 18 to 21 Years)

**Employment**

- **TAY Employment Status by Age**: TAY in out-of-home care at some point Age 16-17 who turned 18 during the year: Employment status by Age
How have entries to extended foster care changed over time? Are a greater or lesser number of young people opting for this resource?
How has the racial composition of entries to extended foster care changed over time?
Questions?
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